
iBUS evaluates your current 
network coverage to design 
and deploy In-Building 
Solutions (IBS) that enable 
sharing of singular digital Infra 
for voice and 4G/5G data 
technologies. 

Sign up for a free 
assessment

MAXIMUM COVERAGE

5G matters

Enhance your 4G/5G 
indoor network

Ensure your business 
keeps on going

4G then. 5G now.

Let's start with a 
free 5G Coverage 
Assessment

Get ready to meet 
renewed consumer needs.

Improve your rental 
yields & renewals 

iBUS creates convergent 
interoperable, reliable and secure 
digital infrastructure compatible 
with all existing cellular networks. 
Our infrastructure is 5G-ready 
and helps improve business 
continuity. 

Get high-speed 4G/5G 
coverage at almost 

98% of project
area



FOLLOW US ON

5Ginity

5Ginity

• iBUS IBS enables dedicated 4G/5G High 
Speed Data and Voice Network for 
improved productivity and business 
transaction. 

• Ensure social media connectivity to meet 
requirement of indoor activities that 
generate high traffic. 

Keep people in your 
building connected with 
high-speed network.

Our networks are designed 
using iBwave tool to offer 
seamless and maximum 4G, 5G 
and Voice coverage.

plug&play

We install a Plug & Play infra which provides 
level playing field for connectivity. It helps 
telco operators distribute in-building network 
with virtually ZERO GTM timelines. 

Gear up 
for next-gen 
convergence
iBUS IBS solutions equips your 
buildings with 5G-ready infra 
for seamless integration and 
IoT capabilities. 



Aesthetics

iBUS IBS works in-line with interiors and 
helps maintain aesthetics by optimizing 
Telcom Shafts and Cable Tray.

Retain aesthetic beauty 
of your buildings.

All operators have access to the same 
infrastructure - antennas, cables -
which help enable level playing field.

Don't worry about multiple operators 
setting up multiple network 
infrastructure

Optimum space usage Shared Infrastructure Provider

One Infrastructure Provider (iBUS IBS) 
takes charge of managing the system 
while your building is poised to provide 
high-speed connectivity and hyper-
personalised user experience.

Improve footfall and shopping 
experience (IR & VR) in Malls

Ensure high-speed mobile 
network with low latency for 
IoT connectivity in tech hubs

Create highly resilient connectivity 
for life-critical healthcare processes

Improve guest experience in 
Hotels with IoT use case solutions 

Diverse use cases. Limitless possibilities.



How iBUS IBS works

Let's partner

iBUS Group delivers digital infrastructure solutions, with a full suite of 
offerings that enable networks for businesses and institutions. 

iBUS IBS delivers 100% CapEX return

iBUS helps Telcos reduce GTM timeline and can service clients based 
on business justification and user experience by utilizing agreed upon 

MSA terms of use for a minimum period of 5 to 15 years. 

Distributed Antenna System 
(DAS) enables dedicated 
Network within the building 
for seamless Voice & Data 
coverage.

Dedicated network

Deployment of wideband 
antennas enables sharing of 
singular digital Infra for voice 
and 4G/5G data 
technologies.

Singular digital infra

Designed to meet 98% 
coverage area indoor be it 
basements, common area, 
lift lobby and saleable area.

Maximum coverage

Through CapEx Reimbursement model

iBUS IBS gives you:

From the house of

Sign up for a free 5G 
Coverage Assessment 
worth ₹1 Lakh

Connect with us to connect 
your buildings to the future.

5GIBS@ibusnetworks.com


